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Introduction and disclaimer from the  
Principles for Responsible Investment 
 

Signatories to the Principles for Responsible Investment commit to report on their 

responsible investment activities and their progress in implementing the 

Principles. The PRI has developed a Reporting Framework which allows 

signatories to meet these commitments. 

This publication is an executive summary of the public Responsible Investment 

report, the content of which is based on responses to the pilot 2012 Reporting 

Framework. It presents an overview of the signatory’s organisation and asset 

allocation; their overarching approach to responsible investment; and 

implementation of the Principles. 

The contents of this report are being piloted this year for signatories and 

stakeholders to provide feedback. The reports will be updated for the 2013/2014 

reporting cycle to reflect the comments we receive on design, structure and 

usability. 

Moreover, due to the pilot nature of the 2012 Reporting Framework, certain 

indicators are undergoing further changes. These changes will also be reflected 

in the reports for the next reporting cycle. 

This document is based on information reported by signatories and responses 

have not been independently audited by the PRI Secretariat, PRI working groups, 

or any other third party. While this information is believed to be reliable, no 

representations or warranties are made as to the accuracy of the information 

presented, and no responsibility or liability can be accepted for any error or 

omission. 
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Organisational overview 

This section provides an overview of our organisation, including the type of investor we 

are, the location of our headquarters, the number of staff we employ, and our total assets 

under management and asset allocation.  

 

Main characteristics 

Investor type Investment Manager 

Investor services 

  

Fund management                                  >50% of AUM 

Fund of fund, manager of manager, 
sub-advised products                                             

0-10% of AUM 

Headquarters Netherlands 

Assets under management US$ 211.77 billion as of 31/12/2011 

Total number of staff 1150 

 
 

Asset allocation  

(as % of total AUM) 
Internally managed Externally managed 

Listed equity <5% 5-25% 

Fixed income (corporate) 26-50% <5% 

Fixed income (sovereign) 5-25% <5% 

Fixed income (other) 5-25% - 

Private equity <5% - 

Non-listed property 5-25% <5% 

Hedge funds - <5% 

Non-listed farmland <5% - 

Cash 5-25% - 

Other <5% - 

 
Description of “other”: Category other includes all other financial instruments (which are mainly 
derivatives), which are not already embedded into hedging strategies of the defined categories. 
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Markets invested in (% of total AUM) 
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Overarching approach to responsible investment 

This section describes our overall approach to responsible investment, including 

governance, responsible investment policy, objectives and targets, the resources we 

allocate to responsible investment and our approach to collaboration on responsible 

investment and public policy-related issues. 

Our RI snapshot quote 

“ By investing responsibly our aim is to contribute to sustainable development and greater 

economic well-being. ” 

 

Responsible Investment Policy  

Publicly available RI policy   

Only some of our policies are public. 

 

Policy name URL 

AEGON N.V. Responsible 
Investment Policy 

http://www.aegon.com/Documents/aegon-com/Sustainab... 

AEGON Nederland Beleid 
Verantwoord Beleggen [Aegon 
Netherlands Responsible 
Investment Policy] 

http://www.aegon.nl/particulier/fondsen2/verantwoo... 

AEGON Human Rights Policy 
http://www.aegon.com/Documents/aegon-com/Sustainab... 

AEGON Global Voting Policy 
http://www.aegon.com/Documents/aegon-com/Investors... 

AEGON Environmental Policy 
http://www.aegon.com/Documents/aegon-com/Sustainab... 

AEGON N.V. Responsible 
Investment Policy [Exclusion 
List] 

http://www.aegon.com/Documents/aegon-com/Sustainab... 

AEGON Nederland Beleid 
Verantwoord Beleggen 
Uitsluiting lijst [Exclusion List 
NL] 

http://www.aegon.nl/particulier/fondsen2/verantwoo... 

AEGON Nederland Stembeleid 
[Voting Policy NL] 

http://www.aegon.nl/multimedia/overaegon/ons-stemb... 

  
 

Summary of RI policy 

See URL The policy helps AEGON decide how and where to invest its money – and 

particularly how to include factors such as the environment, social issues, and corporate 

http://www.aegon.com/Documents/aegon-com/Sustainability/AEGON-N-V-Responsible-Investment-Policy.pdf?epslanguage=en
http://www.aegon.nl/particulier/fondsen2/verantwoord_Beleggen/?int_source=/zakelijk/fondsen/verantwoordbeleggen
http://www.aegon.com/Documents/aegon-com/Sustainability/AEGON-Human-rights-policy.pdf?epslanguage=en
http://www.aegon.com/Documents/aegon-com/Investors/Share-information/Global-voting-policy.pdf?epslanguage=en
http://www.aegon.com/Documents/aegon-com/Sustainability/AEGON-Environmental-policy.pdf?epslanguage=en
http://www.aegon.com/Documents/aegon-com/Sustainability/AEGON-N-V-Responsible-Investment-Policy-Exclusions-List.pdf?epslanguage=en
http://www.aegon.nl/particulier/fondsen2/verantwoord_Beleggen/?int_source=/zakelijk/fondsen/verantwoordbeleggen
http://www.aegon.nl/multimedia/overaegon/ons-stembeleid.pdf
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governance in these decisions, in order to help manage risk and promote the company’s values. 

The policy is built around three separate concepts: Firstly, in its own general account 

portfolios AEGON excludes certain investments – in companies that manufacture controversial 

weapons like cluster bombs, and in the bonds of governments that are involved in widespread 

human rights abuses. Secondly, AEGON will engage with companies that appear to fail to live 

up to the standards included in the policy, to better understand their situation and, where possible, 

to work for improvement. The policy’s standards are based on existing international initiatives like 

the UN Global Compact, and cover everything from human rights and health and safety to 

corporate governance. Thirdly, when deciding where to invest, AEGON includes 

environmental, social and governance factors in its investment analysis. The policy applies 

to all AEGON wholly-owned or majority-owned companies where it has management control. In 

cases where AEGON has an equity interest in life insurance, pension or asset management 

businesses but where it does not have management control, it will use its influence to apply the 

spirit of this policy. The policy is intended to apply to all of the major asset classes as far as is 

practical. Where there is no conflict with this policy, AEGON asset owners and asset managers 

may adopt additional policies in order to meet local regulatory, customer or other stakeholder 

requirements. AEGON requires external managers to implement this policy in relation to the GA 

assets that they are mandated to manage. Existing mandates and structures will be reviewed and 

brought into line with the policy where possible. AEGON has a Responsible Investment 

Committee which oversees the implementation of this policy.  

Coverage of RI policy 

Coverage of RI policy by asset category ESG coverage in RI policy 

  

 Environment 
 

 Social 
 

 Governance 
 
 
 

 
Listed equity 

 
Fixed income corporate 

 
Fixed income sovereign 

 
Fixed income other 

 
Non listed property 

 
Private equity 

 
Hedge funds 

 
Non listed farmland 

 
Cash 

 
Other 
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Governance and Human Resources 

Staff members with RI responsibility in oversight or implementation 

Roles RI Oversight RI Implementation 

Non-employee Board members    

Chief Executive Officer    

Chief Investment Officer/Investment 
Committee    

Portfolio Managers    

Financial Analyst   

Dedicated RI/ESG manager or 
analyst    

 

Promoting responsible investment 

We promote responsible investment through 

Encouragement of partners, 

clients, providers and other 

industry players 

Participation in collaborative 

initiatives 

Engagement with public 

policy makers 
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RI implementation via external manager/s 

Externally managed assets’ characteristics 

This section covers primarily the processes in place for selecting and monitoring our 

external manager/s. It includes details of the allocation of externally managed assets. 

Active and passive externally managed assets 
(% of total AUM) 

 

 

Quantitative strategies 
(% of external actively managed assets) 

Listed equity <50% 

Fixed income corporate 0% 

Fixed income sovereign 0% 

 

Property 

No RI activities were undertaken in externally managed property assets in the reporting 

year. 
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Proportion of externally managed assets allocated to: 
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Selection and monitoring of external manager/s  

Steps 
ESG coverage 
(% of externally 

managed assets) 

ESG Coverage by asset 
category 

RI activities reviewed/ 
monitored 

Selection of 
external 
managers 

0 %  
 

  

 ESG incorporation 
 

 Engagement/active          
        ownership 
 

 Voting 
 

 
Listed equity  

 
Fixed income 
corporate 

 
Fixed income 
sovereign 

 
Non listed property 

 
Hedge funds 

Monitoring 
of external 
managers 

51-75 % 
 

  
 ESG integration  

 

 ESG exclusions  
 

 ESG specialist        
        funds/mandates  
 

 Engagement/ 
        active ownership 
 

 Voting 
 

 
Listed equity 

 
Fixed income 
corporate 

 
Fixed income 
sovereign 

 
Non listed property 

 
Hedge funds 
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(Proxy) Voting 

This section relates to proxy voting and other formal shareholder rights for listed equity 

holdings. It provides details on the votes we have cast and shareholder resolutions we 

have filed directly, through service providers and/or through investment managers. It 

identifies the disclosure of voting records to the public or clients/beneficiaries. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Proxy votes decided by 
(% of total votes cast) 

 

 

 

 

Proxy voting disclosure 

Information disclosed to public 

URL 1: http://www.aegon.nl/overaegon/organisatie/stemverslagen/ 

URL 2: http://www.aegon.com/Documents/aegon-com/Sitewide/Reports-and-Publications/RI-

reports/AEGON-RI-Report-2011.pdf?epslanguage=en 

 

Majority of votes decided based on: 

on our policy 

Total votes cast 

55 %  
(of the total value of our listed equity 

investments.) 

 

http://www.aegon.nl/overaegon/organisatie/stemverslagen/
http://www.aegon.com/Documents/aegon-com/Sitewide/Reports-and-Publications/RI-reports/AEGON-RI-Report-2011.pdf?epslanguage=en
http://www.aegon.com/Documents/aegon-com/Sitewide/Reports-and-Publications/RI-reports/AEGON-RI-Report-2011.pdf?epslanguage=en
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Proxy voting disclosure to public  

 Proportion of voting record disclosed:  All votes 

 Level of explanation provided: Explained some votes 

 Frequency of reporting:  Disclosed continuously (soon after votes are cast) 

 

Proxy voting disclosure to clients/beneficiaries 

 Proportion of voting record disclosed:  All votes 

 Level of explanation provided:  Explained some votes 

 Frequency of reporting:  Disclosed continuously (soon after votes are cast) 
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RI implementation via staff or service providers 

This section describes the RI implementation of activities carried out by staff or service 

providers. It includes details of our asset allocation and the main RI activities per asset 

category.  

Internally managed assets’ characteristics 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quantitative strategies 
(% of internal actively managed assets) 

Listed equity 0% 

Fixed Income Corporate <50% 

Fixed income sovereign 0% 

 

Listed equity  

ESG Incorporation (actively managed) 

ESG incorporation strategies 
(as a % of internal actively managed assets) 

ESG 
integration 

Overarching  
ESG 

exclusions 

Fund/mandate 
specific ESG 
exclusions 

ESG themed 
investments 

ESG positive 
screening 

Other 
 

 

63% 63%      

 Active and passive internally managed assets 
(% of total AUM) 
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Engagements 

Engagement objectives  
Run by 

internal staff 
Run by 

service providers 

To monitor ESG activities of the company  
  

To influence company behavior on ESG issues 
  

To monitor and influence companies on business 
strategy not directly related to ESG issues   

 

Engagement for influence 

 Run by internal staff Run by service providers 

Engagement cases Confidential in nature Confidential in nature 

Companies engaged with Confidential in nature Confidential in nature 

 

Fixed income (Corporate) 

ESG incorporation (actively managed) 

ESG incorporation strategies 
(as a % of internal actively managed assets) 

ESG 
integration 

Overarching  
ESG exclusions 

Fund/mandate 
specific ESG 
exclusions 

ESG themed 
investments 

ESG positive 
screening 

Other 
 

 

84% 84%      

ESG incorporation (passively managed) 

No incorporation activities were undertaken in passively managed fixed income 

(corporate) assets in the reporting year. 

Engagements 

Engagement objectives 
Run by 

internal staff 
Run by 

service providers 

To monitor ESG activities of the company  
  

To influence company behavior on ESG issues 
  

To monitor and influence companies on business 
strategy not directly related to ESG issues   
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Engagement for influence 

 Run by internal staff Run by service providers 

Engagement cases Confidential in nature Confidential in nature 

Companies engaged with Confidential in nature Confidential in nature 

 

Fixed income (Sovereign)  

ESG-incorporation (actively managed) 

ESG incorporation strategies 
(as a % of internal actively managed assets) 

ESG 
integration 

Overarching  
ESG exclusions 

Fund/mandate 
specific ESG 
exclusions 

ESG themed 
investments 

ESG positive 
screening 

Other 
 

  

 97%       

 

ESG incorporation (passively managed) 

No incorporation activities were undertaken in passively managed fixed income 

(sovereign) assets in the reporting year. 

Property 

RI Implementation 

No ESG incorporation was undertaken within our investment process and/or our active ownership 

practices during the reporting year. 

 

Private equity 

RI Implementation 

No ESG incorporation was undertaken within our investment process and/or our active ownership 
practices during the reporting year. 

 


